INSTALLATIONS THAT WORK!

INTEGRATED PACKAGING MACHINERY
Integrated Packaging Machinery is a solutions based engineering company. We have developed a unique approach to the supply of packaging machinery, which brands us as more than an equipment supplier; we have termed this “The IPM Method.”

Central to our method is the baseline concern for the success of your project as measured by efficiency and corporate profitability, both yours and ours. It is paramount to us that, after each project is complete and the line is operating on a production basis, you will see why we state our vision as providing, “Installations That Work.”

**MISSION STATEMENT**

Following our “Road of Excellence,” Integrated Packaging Machinery exists to provide industry specific, value added packaging lines; installations that work.

We do this with pride and commitment, to participate in the attainment of both the professional and the personal goals of our employees, customers and vendors.

Professional systems integrators will oversee all facets of your complete packaging line: from design, integration, ordering, scheduling, manufacturing, installation, commissioning and training.
Manufactured Equipment:
Servo Case Packers
Robotic Palletizers
Conveyor Systems
- Products - Bottles, Cups, Cartons, Pouches, Bags
- Case - Crate & Corrugate
- Pallet - Chain & CDLR
Control Systems
- UL Listed Panel Shop
Supervisory Systems
- Allen-Bradley
Vision Inspection Systems
Integrated Equipment:
- Fillers & Cappers
- Rinser-Sanitizers
- Blowmolders
- Labellers
- Coders
- Conventional Palletizers
- Pallet Wrappers

Services:
Project Management
Engineering Consulting
Plant Layout & Design
Installation & Commissioning

EQUIPS Training Program
Service Contracts
- Maintenance, Repair & 24 Hr. Support

Spare Parts:
Certified Parts
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YOUR PRODUCTS BROUGHT TO LIFE

We're Known by the Company We Keep!

Integrated Packaging Machinery, LLC
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